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RAFTING ON GUYANDOTTE
ROUGHS OF GUYANDOTTE
ETC.

[Miscellaneous writings, interviews ,
etc., from the Lambert Papers]
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By

Greely Isaac

Rafling on the Guyandotte

I ----- .

Old man John Chapman of Four Mile used to cut and raft timber,
kept teams.

Spencer Midkiff was a great timber man.

about 64 years ago --1882.
river.

We came here,

There was a wonderful lot of timber, on the

Men would get about 5U¢ a log, for catching and tying up logs .

The owners, Cole Crane & Co., had a boom, at the mouth of Guyan.

They

went into Logan and Wyoming counties and drifted timber loose, instead
of in rafts and this put an end to catching logs and typing them up .
They crune in, about 190U.
Wyoming were very small.
Wyoming.
timberman.

No rafts ever run out of mud.

I saw one of three large logs, go down from

'fhey were five feet in diameter.
He

Rafts from

Robert L. Lewis was an early

built splash dams, in Big Ugly.

Some of the buyers were, Mont Goble and Robert Prichard.
were great timber buyers.

They were from Callettsbtll"g.

They

Lew Burks

and Will and John Wilson, of Wilson Switch had a good mill there, and
bought much timber.

Goble and Prichard splashed timber, out of the

head of Mud River, but not on Guyan.
Walter and Bill Sliger, of Huntington, bought timber.
on Four Mile and sold much hemlock ,

I timbered

Poplar and Oak, and Hemlock came

also from head of the river.
I lost 1;W~mlock and poplar logs 2on Four Mile.

My

in Four Mile, Cole Crane

&

my logs, into the Ohio.

I also lost 40,0UO railroad ties.

boom brolce,

Co. 1 s boom, at Guyandotte, was open and let
Crane & Co.

had side booms, on the sides of the Ohio, at Cattlettsburg, Ashland, etc.
They caught their logs, and rafted them and took them; to Cincinnati,

.,,

.

!(.-~-.,;.

in fleets.

me up.

We lost several (40u-50u) logs, and roost of the ties.

It broke

,,
'

Ties were a great business here.

I ran as

many

as thirty-seven

tie rafts, out at one time.
My father, William B. Isaac and Woodrow Sloan, also timbered.

The G. V. R.R. carried

many

ties, but few logs.

logs, from Buf1'alo Creek, on the trains to Cincinnati.

Crane shipped
'.l'hey also

drifted much timber from other places.
Tie business was important.
at 22¢.

Ties here sold on the creek banks

My father sold 10,oou ties off a farm owned, by Elisha Peyton

and sold them, at the mouth of the Guyan River.

In addition, he got

25 rafts of timber, and later I and Richard Sloam (my half brother)
got JOU logs extra.

My father bought it in 1889.

had owned it, and gave it to Katherine Scites.
Peyton survey.

Christopher Sales

It was the old Perry

He sold it to Dub Peyton who failed to pay for it,

and'' Stiffy" Scites had to take it back.

It's on One Mile 240 acres,

now owned by Winnie (S.) Snodgrass.
Crane

&

years ago.

Co. timbered on Pond Fork of Coal River, as late as 15-20

They quit Guyan ri.iver about 25-JO years ago, say about 1915.

The rafts, from Wyoming County, were short.

The special raft

mentioned was J logs wide and about lOU-125 feet long probably 15
logs in all.
Bobby Ross of Madison Creek, and his two boys, Hugh and Robt.
Ross, Jr. timbered, on Madison and Smith Creeks, in the 1870 1 s and
1880 1 s.

;

L

He owned much land on these creeks.
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FROM THE GUYAHDOTTE HERALD.
Friday, Feb. 2, 1855

Vol. 2. No.41

Married
On the 26th day of December, 1854, by Elder J.C.Rece,
Mr. Thoma.s Dundas to M:iss Ma.rtha J. Turley"
Died.
"On the 16th inst Mr.John l£erritt, a.ged 66 yea.rs, and closed
his earthly career on his 67th anniversary (Born Feb .16, 1788).
Mr.Herritt wa.s a.n old citizen, a man of warm and generous heart
The poor were not turned away from his door, unfed.
sleepeth;

peace to his dust"

But, "He

Communicated.

Political announcements were often signed

"Many voters".
!,

Here is one:
"Messrs. Edit ors:

We a.re requested to announce

Col. Joseph Mansfield a,s a ca.ndida.te far the Senate of Virginia to represent the Counties of Wayne, Cabell, Mason,

Jackson, and Wirt in the next

Senate of Virginia 11 •
"Many Voters".

TRIP UP THE GUYANDOTTE RIVER.

(~~.~;:::; i·
fJ.rn:...

•

/CL
J?/)
.
~
.

:
I
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The trip ma.de last Friday and Saturday by the Steamer
R.H.Lindsa.y, commanded by Capt. A. Finch, of Harmer, up the
Guya.ndotte River to the F alls and back again,
in the

marks a new era

history of the Guyandotte region.

Heretofore, we have only had the

little Major Adrian for

a :packet up the Guyandotte, quite too small to have comfortable room for passengers, but answered for freighting.

The

Lindsey, however, is as large a, boat as will be wa.nted,..,.on this
- 1 -

stre=1.m for some time.
and a trip up the

She has fine, roomy cabins and births; a

Guyai:-dotte on this boatJwill be considered
1

a rea.l lu..xury, and will ultimately be enjoyed by all our citi zens.
·,

This comfortable and expedi tous mode of trave l ing will
increase the intercourse of our citizens, and ma.ke Guyandotte
and Barboursville near neighbors of the Falls and upper Guya.ndotte country.

It will be the means of introducing enterpris -

ing men into the heart of our rich, but undeveloped back coun. try, who will open up our coal mines, dig our iron ore and
smelt it into iron;

erect saw mills, and build and run barges

la.den with coal, _ iron and lumber to market.

They wi 11 also

aid us in clearing off our rich mountain lands, and appropria.te them to agricultural :purposes to sustain the dense popu lation,

the mL1eral resources of the country will in,troduce;

and last, but not least, (Notwithstanding t r at it is at present but little spoken of;

,

the sa~ith which the Guyandotte Va-1-

ley has been known ever since the country was first settled, to
a.bound, ·will attract to it a. great many enterprising men.
Several salt well we r e in existence a.long the stream as
early as they commenced on the Kanawha, and they once supplied this
country with salt; but, on account of the poor navigation on the
Guyandotte, a large market could not be reached.

It was, there -

fore, ma.nufzctured in so small a. qua.ntiy tha.t the price was obliged
to, br great er than where the business wa.s carried on more ext ensively, a.nd was consequently abandoned, altogether.
Guya.ndotte is a. na:vigable stream;
- 2 -

But now the

It is one of THE rivers. Better

V'

Better and saf er for coal and sa.lt boats than the Kanawha, or Ohio,
and we consequently expect to soon see,

instea.d, supplies of

coal, salt and iron going up the Guyandotte in "Perogues 11 and
·

11

b.ttter heads" coming down in whole fleets of 300 ton barges,

towed in the smooth, deep, and safe channel by the toiling, persevering tow boat.
But, we are a.sked, where is the money, and where are the
men to do all this?

We answer

in the densely populated mineral

a.nd manufacturing districts, which a.re, at present crowded to
.

I

.

over-flowing; and where they are crowding, pressing, and overreaching one another to get along.

Only let them know of this

wide, uncultivated field of enterprise, and two thousand Yankees
with their ingenious contrivances, to manufacture our timber into useful articles, would soon be on hand;

as many more coal dig-

gers and iron :men would soon be among us if they could once be ma.de
acquainted with the facts in relation to our coal mines and iron
ore.
Pardon this degression;

we intended to give a descript-

ion of our trip. The day was a.bout as bad a one,as could have been
selected,cruring the whole year.

The wind blew and it

11

snew 11 , but

after they got the Lindsey straightened up,in the channel, she
started off very gallantly, blowing her whistle, and soon left
the numerous spectators on the bank.

In a. few mo:ments,we arrived

at the railroad bridge, the temp orary trestles of which have not
'
....
yet been taken a:.,way, and are very much in the way of navigation
of the stream;

but,it is assumed that Mr.Grant will take them

out of the way, or gra.nt them the right of doing so.
Without waiting for the Ca:pta.in 1 s orders,
- 3 -

some of our

'I
fast passengers straightened up the boat,in the narrow channel oute
-

side the east pier.

.

J

Whiles he was .-orking up on the engines, and
0

before the officers could

ge:

to t~eir posts she ra,n into a tree to:p

1

and knocked down both her chimneys, verifying the old proverb of
11

too many cooks spoil the broth;

but after

·getting her through

the ''ground hog hole'' as ''Chips" called it, we sailed a.head ,aga.in
very pleasantly, a.nd by the assistance of some of those sa.me
"fast passengerstt, he soon ba.d the worst ma.shed, chimn~y straight
ebed out, cut in two, and set up, making them only half a.s high
as before; and, with the aid of a little philosophy, were atne
to regard the a.ccident,as a.n a.dvantage, the chimneys at first
being too high,for the Guyandotte.
After taking on a few pa.ssengersJat Ba:--rboursville, brushing
the limbs of the trees, in the short bends Jin consequence of the
wind blowing so ha.rd, we arriv~d just at night, a.t the Salt Rock,
and tied up_, in the Lock,until morning.

In the morning,we went

on to the Falls Mill, through ice about 1/2 inch thick, v;ithout
any accident.

We laid,at this :place,long enough to look around

aome 1 and call upon our old friends,v.D.Le Tulle 1 and brothe~and
W. L. Clark;

and cross over,a.t the Falls a.nd
.

. new coal mines J just opening, where
coal,were obtained.

~

~

'
some very fine

a peep.,a.t some

specimens I of

We started back,about half past eleve~ o'

clock, but found the ice so thick,tha.t we were obliged to stop at
James McComas landingl and nail plank ,on the bow ,to prevent damage_,
to the boa.t.

We left that landing,a.t half :pa.st one.and arrived

· sa.fely jat Guyandotte,just at night, without _further accident.
As we a:rrvied at the Dusenberry Lock, the star spangled
banner was run up,to the top of a liberty pole, and Bloomingdale
-
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artillery paraded on the bank, a.nd in tones of thunderJpealed
forth the triumph of the Little Lindsey, which was responded to
by the shrill whistle, and three che ers from the passengers standing in a, row, on the hurricane deck.

At Barboursville a large

crowd of the citizens had collected on the brow of a. high bluff
to welcome our return; and they not only cheered the boat,
but a.lso the candidates they sa.w aboard.
When some of the leaning trees are cut off the points
and bends,

the Lindsey will be able to make the trip to the

Falls, and return, in one day, and do all the business; and, as
that job has to be done some time, it might as well be done a.t
once;

and while she has as courteous and accornodating officers

as those who had charge of her during this trip she will be a
:9opular craft on the Ohio or Guya.ndotte:

"Long may she wa.ve 11 •

•

( 5-C~~J
---------------------------~--..:...
____..,___

Feb. 2, 1855:

"A writer in the last Pt. Pleasant Republican urges the
importance of a. mail route from that pla.ce through Mercer
tom, to Guyandotte, Barboursville, or Mud Bridge". People

t

s

Botad-

vised to get up a petition for it •
.A1JERICAN HOUSE:

WM. B. SLOAN, PROPRIETOR.

Side of the Public Square, near the Steamboat Landing,
Gallipolis, Ohio.
Editorial,-

F~~~J~',-F-~uar
- -- •e...__23d,
___:__1855.
_ __

--

GUYANDOT TE NAVIGATION COMPANY.

The Directors of this company met la.st Wednesday and let the
contract for repairing the brea.h around the new pier at the Falls
-

5 -

put in la.st summer by Colonel Webb, to Messrs. Adam, Carter, Dietz
& Co.

whose p ractical knowledge of " uch works is a gua.rantee

that it will be done in
fore.

a,

more subst2.ntial manner than ever be-

The cornpany has been unfortunate in the construction of

the vrnrk at the Falls.

Once it ha.s been built, and once it ha.s

been rebuilt, at grea.t expense;
a cost of $10,000.00.

but now, has to be rep~ired at

It is to be hoped, however, that the new

Contractors will make it sta,nd, as the prosperity oft he country
depends much upon the early completion of this improvement 1t.
1,:'LAJOR

ADRIAH.
I,\

This little st ea.mer has changed hands, Charlie Cha.pdi e becoming the owner.
River.

He will we believe run her up the Guyandotte
u

We hope Captain Cbapdie will make it pay.
A revival of religion is, at this time, progressing in

the :M.E.Ch.urr:h, South, at this place. Much interest is f elt in
the cause of religion, and many are being added to the church'~.
A CF.ANG •

The Herald office has undergone

a,

change in its conduct-

ors, Captain Wheeler being succeeded by Mr.J.W.La. Cock, of
Portsmouth, O., but formerly of Wheeling, 7!:;f. Va.

a young gentle-

man whose a.cqua.inta.nce we have long enjoyed". &c.

News of war in Russia with Turks, English, &c.

Harold writes often on Temperance.
by la.w.

Re favors prohi b ition

Says he has been cBround Guya.ndotte twenty-five years, oc-

ca.sionally.

Less drinking now·tha.n
-

6 -

previous, nine tenths of the

V

7.
drunks coming from elsel':here;

John Hall

1

of Ji.ia.son County,

for State senate!

ll

yet much drinking.

refuses a.ga.in, to be a candidate

Salary lower than his own business.

Ac cts. 1852-3 shov, large numb er of 1 ocal enterprises.
Col. Beale spoke at the Town Hall last Tuesday.

March, 1853.

Wm.B.Shirvin, Agent for Hollister & Curtis, Mar-

ble manufacturers, Marietta, here.

Much business done here with

this firm.
William Hite sued the Steamboat ttCi ty of Wheeling 11 •
McKendree House,
Ft. St.

Barboursville,

Va.

~cKendree & Bloom.
Ashland

Sto_r_e~'--

P. H. :McCullough & Co.
"Having just returned from Eastern cities, &c 11 •
March 2, 1852:

God~y's Lady's

Book

Who vms Erin Virginia, Science Hall?
Feb.18, 1855.
Cock succ eeded~-him.

Ca.ptair Wheeler left the Herald, and Mr. La
He 1 eaves to collect debts.

J.W. La. Cockin his salutatory, favors C & O. Railroad and
Guyan River.

He is a. native Virginian, but has been a.way.
-

7 -

The Ricranond Dispatch conversed "yesterd-a.y Ydth a ruan from
Guyandotte who came by the shortest, practicable route, by way of
Cincinnati, made a two day trip wes~ by boat.
Only tri-weekly stages

from Guya.ndotte, but "the roa.ds in

such a horrid condition tha.t people rarely think of coming to
VirginiB,in a.ny o~her vmy than through Ohio",

(Via Columbus).

The e d itor pleads for men in the Legislature who will vote
for appropriations of Cov. & Ohio R.R. &c. and dependable men.

MEETING AT THE TOV/lT F.ALL.
Hon. J.N..H.Beale spoke;

a.lso Isa.ac Ong.

Mr.Bea.le ' Waa a.

can clidate for Congress in this, the 11th District; that he ha;d
represented this District before and thought he had done it correctly.

Many yea,rs a.go, i r: Andrew Jackson's time he ha.d rep re-

sented the

Tenth Legion District".

He did not belong to the

"Know Nothing Party", nor a.ny other secret organization.
The Big Sandy News "expired"

Feb.15, 1855.

February, 1855, at Court, Percival
W. Gross, Debt.

Smith sues George

Grass's whereabouts not known.
REVIVAL

u

s.

NOTICE.

The protracted meeting which wa.s held at the ILE.Church,

South, in Guyandotte, Virginia, con~encing on the night of the
16th (Feb.?) and closing on the 23d ultimo was one of the deepest interest we m.ve ever witnessed"•

''We were aided by several

members of the other bra.nch of the great Methodist family, and God
blessed them in their labor of lovett.
-

8 -

i'Erother Russell and Brother Scott our two resident local
preachers, rendered regular and efficient service ,;.

''We a 1 so had

the ministerial aid of Brothers McFarland, Shearer, Sullivan, end
liicComas;

but the last named, whom the young folks here call

''Uncle Billy" is the man of war.

By his untiring energies and

faithful labors for ten days and nights, he has doubly endeared
himself to the rising generation who have risen

around him".

The result of the meeting, including two who joined

since its

close, is twenty-nine accessions and twenty-three conversions.
(Signed)

s.

Hargiss.

Guyandotte March 3d, 1855.
To Harold:
For one, I arn grateful to see you take up the subject of
Temperance and examine it upon its own merits, without condescending to persona.Ii ti es".
Fi rs t

L:ee;-f-.s..J.a. ti ve

Amendment.

"That is to require the Justices of the County to be a.11 \
present, or smrmoned for that purpose on an a:9plication for an
ordinary license, as it now does, to grant license to store keepers or grocers to retail liquor to be carried off.

At present

there is not an instance in the County of a licensed store keeper
to retail liquor, because a. majority of the Justices are opposed
to it.

Whereas, there are probably twenty licensed ordinances

~lthough there is the sam" majori~y of the Justices op-oosed to
granting them license.

But, under the strange provisions of the

law, a Court of three Justices may, and often do, give this
-

g -

/(j.

authority;

in fact, seldom refuse, &c 1t
(Signed)

March 9, 1855.

Died, on the 11th ult.

Felix.

West Peyton, infant

son of Dr. J. W. and Mrs. Nancy Peyton, aged six months. (lif.O.
Delta,

please copy).

"While in Barboursville the other day we took occa.si on to
examine the work of our good friend, Duffin, on th~ Cov. & Ohio
R.R., nea.r that pla.ce.

The deep cut is a very heavy work, hhv-

ing to cut through the solid rock

to the depth of 40 feet or 50/f

feet fort he di stance of 700 yards.

We were mformed that Mr.Duf-

fin was still prosecuting the work, though with 1:::ut a small force.
There is but little prospect of a re-newal of the v;ork a.rang the line, short of twelve months or ±wo · years withoutan extra session of the Legislature

be held soon after the coming e-

lection, which is thought by some, will be the case; and if it
is there will, most assuredly, be means provided for the prosecution of this work on this important thoroughfare".

A man by the name of McCune committed to jail in Barboursville for theft;

an inebriate.

Henry Clinton Gibson, (Barber) cleared,by Court,of some
charge.

No proof.

ARRIVAL OF THE R.E.LIHDSEY.
Been up Guyan two to three

O:=ipta.i n Shelton, last Monday.

weeks, lying waiting for Ohio River to again become navigable, and
getting repairs.

iog here Tuesday.

But she left Wednesday

- 10 -

morning for Gallipolis, but returned Vies.nesday ni ght vr:i th much
~eight
•
..,_--v-1"""
~
-- ~~--:---:---_
_ _ _ _ _ c::
,i ~
I. · )
March 9, 1855.

David Miller ad. for 356 acre farm on Fudge~s

'I, -

Harold answers Felix, et al.

Creek.
~arch 30, 1855.

Says calling of

Justices for ordinary application· would cost $60.00.

law ma.king action of May term binding all the year
lea.st.

Now, eighteen Justices may oppose;

Advises
Democratic, at

but later, two may

grant ordinary license.
April E, 1855.

A· long editorial a.dvi ses people th.a.t Maj or

Whitney, our fellow townsman,
lands.

is at Urbana, Ill, as Agent for

If p i:? ople must go west, Illinois is good land, &c.

LAND

11

·

WARRA.NTS •

Commissioner of Pensions not prepared to issue Warrants
(:Mexican war).

11

The :plates a.re yet to be finished; the blank

warrants printed; the clerica.l force to be completed; and other .
preparations to be made".
Act for Mexican war passed Sept.28, 1850.
Jan.11, 1851,

First warrant issued

more than three months after the Act was passed.

We presume it will take a.s long to get the }TEW warrants ready.
(This referred to the new Land Bounty Bill)~

Dec.15, 1855.

TEMPERANCE RALLY.

Torch light procession.

Tempe:!:ance address by Rev.Hargess

a.t M.E. Church to-morrow night.
Harold,

Cincinr.atus, Robert, &c. write often.

Hill come poems quite often.

- 11 -

From Science

Jan.5, 1855:

FROM

LOVE POEJl

11

INTER NOS 11

•

Aaril 13, 1855.
The Daily Morning Herald, first number, announced, Philps
&

Dumas, Eds.

Fi rs number b earing this da.t e.

NE\1l FLOURING

MILL.

This building is :9rogressing ra.pidly under the direction of
M~. MclTair, a.nd will be ready for operation by harvest.

the machinery has already been received.

P.srt of

This will be one of the

most beneficial, as well as profitable inr:provements our town
has.
The work on the suspension

bridge acro:::s the Guya.ndotte, is

--------a------- (~ ~

again going f orwa.rd.

w-CZ:i';.,. 0:_

The R.H.Lindsey ha.s been thoroughly renovated, having her
whole appearance changed".
Captain, Whit Smith.

(

Regula.r trips,

~

~i

Portsmouth and Pomeroy

J"-; I '8-.J-$'}

Steamers Pittsburgh and Buckeye State bring Cincinnati papers.

Tha.nks.

PETER WHITE'S llARRIAGE.
Says Peter:

"Oh, demrne, I am caught at last.

sweet creature holds me fast.
Hill.

The dear,

'Twas not in -aa.in I climbed Poor is

But to tell her "I will. I will".
THE R. H. LilIDSEY.

4'-1/~ ~~

This boat ha.s a.ga.in changed hands, and now is owned by ·
Colonel H.L.Webb.
eroy trade,

She will continue in the Portsmouth and Porn-

and will leave here as soon as she can be

- 12 -

:

i1
I ..J

repainted a.nd filled up.

Whit Smith will command her.

- 13 -
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March 18, 1851.

The sites selected for the locks and dams ha.ve on one side of
the stream a sand bank, with an intermix tu.re of ma.rl, or cl2.y; and
on the other a rock or ledge, affording a perfectly secure abutment
for one end of the dam.

In every instance the lock is located on

the weaker, or more exposed side oft he stream, ands ecured by
substantial piers with sheet piling extending into the bank to a greet
er, or less extent.

th th

these preliminary remarks,

I beg lec:'Ve to avail myself
-

of a.n extract from the able report of Col. Charles B. Shaw, submitted
to the Board of Public Works in October, last, in relation to the
works in question.
"The system of improvement proposed by Mr.Gill contemplated
stone locks one hundred feet long betw tc en the gates and twenty feet
wide, with a iift of eight feet; such locks in favorable loca.li ti es
could be built for this.Estimate, which is $800.00 for the foot lift.
The best ma,terials on the Guyandotte for ma.ny miles from its mouth
is a friable sand stone, easy to work, and conserquently, not very dur
al:rle.

"On organizing for action,

it became evident to the Directors

of this compa.ny that locks of that small size viould be insufficient
for the passage of coal barges suitable for freighting coal to Cincinna.ti;

the Pittsburg boats being from 120 to 140 feet long, and

carrying from eight to ten thousand busheli
11

The necessity for larger locks, the sca.rc"i ty of good building

stone, and the abundance of oak timber of excellent quality, induced
theI!l to substitute
of these

la.rger locks of !,ood.

I will presently describe.
- 1 -

The form a.nd construction

.
•tThe damE were probably such as were cont em1Jla.t ed by Mr. Gi 11
some of them ovly being higher, v:i th a vi:ew to reduce the number.
They a.re substantial crib darr.s, t?-e range timb-ers and ties being
'

sound, white oak, 16_ in. ir: diameter at the small end;
same la.rge dimensions at every six feet;

ties of the

the whole well framed

together and secured with tree na.ils and iron bolts.

The sheeting

is of three inch oak plank with tight water joirits, and the cribs
are compactly filled with large and small stone.

On hard founda-

tions the lower range timbers are bolted down to the rock beneath
with one inch round iron bolts, running two feet into the rock, the

'

lower ends of tlie bolts being split and ·· wedged a.t the bottom to pre
vent · their drawing.

On soft foundations a range of bed tirr.bers is
I

placed at a suitable distance below the bottom; upon these is spiked a plank apron to receive the overfall of the dam. . Sheet piling
of three inch plank is driven in front of the apron to ha.rd bottom, so

2

s to prevent the under-mining of the dam on the lower

side.- On the upper side, whether the fomda.tion be
soft,

be ha.rd, or

the :plank sheeting is driven down to ha.rd ground, tongued and

grooved.

All the pla.nk piling, above and below the dam,

at the

heads and tails of the locks and lock bottoms, aprons a.nd lining of
the chambers, are of three inch, pak plank, with the same dcscrip-·
I

tion of water joints, and as far as progressed in,

a.re substantialy

and well executed.
11

The locks are one hundred and forty :two~ f ee.t .:'long between

the gates, and twenty-six feet wide. After excavati_on of the pi ts,
\

lock-bottoms with heavy white oak bed timbers, are laid down, covered with three inch plank, and securely piled at the head and
tail.

Square, upright posts are

are tenoned into the bed timbers

the entire length of the chambers, and to theri i~_ affixed the
- 2 -

plank

the :plank lining.

Externally to these uprights is are
These piers are crib work of five t

heavy piers for their support.
tiers of range timbers, parallel

o the a.xis of the

like the dams, with ties at every six feet.

lock, connected

They are perpendicular

next the lock chambers, for · the purpose of su:pporting the u:oright
posts, the latter being tree nailed to them.

On

the side next the

river, they a.re perpendicular for five or six feet, and thence a.re
battened to the top.

The bottom

walls)

the top thickness 15 feet.

is 20 feet;

thickness of these piers (or lock
They are f i 11 ed

like the dams with stone, and are to be coped with three inch
plank, water · tight.

The thickness of these piers rend ers wings un-

neces ··sary on the river side;

on the land side, wings of the same

'construction are extended into the bank and secured with watertight i:heet piling in such manner as to effectually prevent the wa-

t dr from cut ting around them.

All percola.t ion of water, either

under the dams or locks, or around their abutments or wings,'
\

seems to be provided against.

The breast of the locks is a similar
\

crib filled with stone and sheet pili?'!g, above.

A hollow framed

~

chamber on a level with the upper side of the breast supports the
mitre sill of the upper gates.

This chamber is 9 feet vfide, and

extends across the breadth of the lock;

it is well su;Jported below

on four rows of short, upright posts and communicates with the
lock chambers.

On the upper side, it is planked over, and ma·kes

one surface with the top of the breast wall.
"There are two cast-iron va.lves in this floor, next to the
recess and above the mitre sill, size three by four feet.

There a.re

a.ls o three other va.l ves in ea.ch 1 eaf of the upper gates, making a.1together, eight va.lves for filling . the lock.
but

six valves;

The lower gates have

a.11 these are turning valves, worked with wicket
- 3

rods and cranks.

The hollov,, quoins are of wood.

The quoin and toe

:P?sts and transoms, as _well as a.l~ the mate.rials for the wood work
of these locks a.nd c.'ams being of the choicest, round, white oak,
which is here abundant. 1t
More :particular information of the location and present condition of the works will now be given:
Lock and Dam No.l are one mile and a quarter from the mouth
of the river, v.rith the lock on the east, or left :b. a.nd bank, as you
escend the stream.

The bottom of the rock rests upon a. solid conea?€

crete foundation and is about on a level with the bottom of the chan
nel of the Ohio River, at the mouth of the Guyandot_t e. This site was
selected, , both because the foundation at the mouth
was found to be insecure,

of the stream

and because, if this difficulty . could ha~

been obviated, the cost of constructing a Lock a:nd Dam cd the mouth
would probably m .ve been · double that of
at the site selected.

the expense of the same

It is presumed there will be no difficulty
I.

\

in keeping open .a. channel of sufficient depth to enter the lock from
the , 6hio a.t all seasons, when there is sufficient water in -!:he
Guyandotte above for the purpose of navigation.

/

Oct. 31, 1853.
Doc. lfo.17.
GUYANDOTTE

615.

NAVIGATIOM COl£PA1TY.

Proceedings.
At a. meeting of the President and Directors of the Guyandotte
)

Navigation Company, called by the President, held at his offici in the town of Guyandotte on Monday, the

31st day of

October 1853.
Present--Henry L. Webb, President;

H.J.Semuels, Dr.G.C.Rick-

etts, Thomas Thornburg, Dr. A.M.McCorkle, directors.
On motion, the following report

to the Boa.rd of Public Works

wa.s adopted, and ordered to be tra.nsmi tted to them as the annual
report of this Board:
The President and Directors of the Guyandotte Navigation
Company beg leave to la.y before the Board of Public Works their
annual report and condition of the work under their control
and the state of the finances of the year ending the 30th of
Septemner, 1853.

Owing to a. suspension of nearly two years in \

carrying on the work, the businesv,· of the company v.vas, on the
21st day of May, 1853 in a sta.te of consider able

uncertain-

ty a.nd derangement, at which tir-ie the private _stock holdPr~
~ane forward end ~ade a subscription of
;

ten thousand dollars

and this Board made an entire change in

the manner of con-

structing the locks and dams to be erected, and in finishing

thilse under course of construction:

in this, instead of doing

the work by p _e rsons employed by the company, they 1 et out the wokk
in parcels, to private individua.ls.

The work to be done, and the

amount of compensation therefor and the na.mes of contract ors will
be shown by the following table, viz:

- 1 -

Orrin lii:oore, contractor, for finishing Lock and Dam No.I, com-

--

plete

-

-,

-

fr

s, 500. oo

Wm.C.Miller and Albert lioore, contra. ctors, for
building Lock a:nd Dam lfo.2, and for repairing
and dompleting Lock and Dam No.5, or salt roc1(

25,000.00

Carter, Derts & Co., contractors, for building
Lock a.nd Dam No.4

15,500.00

Clark and Flowers, contractors, for building Lock
a:nd Darn No.6

4,000.00

The company agreeing to furnish to the different contractors, the material tha.t had heretofore been provided
a.t the different locks and dams, and the ca:st,ings for
the locks not heretofore provided, in addition to the above sums.
Upon the resw:r pt ion of the work, it wa.s found that there
was no money in the Treasury; - that the compc1ny owned about
five thousand dollars worth of lumber and materials, to be used<
.,,

in the construction of the different locks and dams, which has
been handed over to the different contr:1 ctors, as

above stated.

The debts due, and owing by the company, including the sa,la.ri es of
officers,

were between four thousand and five thousand dollars,

which would a.bout offset the amount

of the value of the mater-

i a.ls on h2nd, and woulda.bsorb the ori ginal

~

ca.pl tal st eek; so

that, on the resumption of the work on the 21st day of May la.st,
a. new account might be said to be assumed.
The amount of stock subscribed by the private stock.:.holders
in May last, as well

a.s that subscribed by the Board of Public

Works, ma.king in all, the sun of twenty-five thousand dollars

.

- 2 -

to the increased capital stock, has been a.11 paid.
The stock holders on this da.y ma.de a. further

subscription

to the increased capital stock of the co!!lpany, of twelve thousand
five hundred dollars which when paid in, will, with the proportion
al part of the State, pay off the contractors, complete the work
as far as Laurel Shoals--a 'distance of about forty-five miles-and lea.ve the company free of debt.
The comany will have as much work done fo·r the fifty-three
thousand dollars contracted for and the amount of ma teria.ls, say 6
of about five thousand dollars, making the a.ggregate sum of
fifty-eight thousand dollars, a.swas done by the original expen.diture of

the original capital stock of $75,000.00.

By the contracts,

the contractors should have received

monthly payments, upon estimates ma.de by the Supe:dntendent, deducting 15%,

but in practice they

r. ave

not received more than

fifty per cent upon t he v.ork done.
No.l Lock and Dam is nearly finished, and cra.fts, &c. a re, pass ed from time to time.
lTo.2 Lock and Dam is rapidly approaching completion and
will be finished by the 15th of December next for the passage of
crafts, &c.
No.3 Lock and dam ·was finished in 1851.
, .
N~o.4 Lock and dam is in course of rapid conxtruct1on

and unless hindered by high water, will be completed by the 1st of~
,January, next.
No.5 Lock and · dam:

This lock and da~ has been repaired, and

is now nearly fit for use.
No.6 Lock and dam:

The lock a.t this location has been in ;_;

use without without a dam for some two years, and a darn of eight
-. 3 -

feet has been raised this sea.son, which flows ~he water some
six miles further up the river, makin g in the a ggregate, when all
is _completed, of some forty - five miles of navigable river.

The

work done this season }1a.s been has been of the most subs ta.ntial
kind, and of good material.

As the w erk has been in an unfinished state,

the tells have

been irregular and light, the navigation having been obstructed. The
amo 1mt received has been a.bout two hundred dollars, and has been a.p pro:pr-iated by the company, to the payment of its debts.
ment of finances is herewith exhibited, marked

11

A 11 and

A

state -

"B".

The prospects are, that from this t irne the stock of the company will rapidly increase in value.

Already, coal mining has commen

ced, the coal to be ready for transportation as soon as the work vvill

be ab 1 e to :pa.s s it to mar}: e;t.
Ex aminations, lately made by competent per s ons, have revealed
the existence of larg e quantities of

ood iron ore on the line of the

improvement, which a:waits facilities of transportation to secure, its
manufacture in its different forms in this section of the State.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
A

copy--Teste,
John

List

of

W. Hite, Sec'y.

Officers.

Henry L. Webb, President. Sala Iy a s such, wa. i ved by him
ftenry L. Webb, general superintendent of the company~ s works,
At a sala.ry of one hundred dollars per month while
engaged.
G.C.Ricketts, H.J.Samuels, Thoma.s '.rhornburg, Albert La idley
,

and Dr. A.M.McCorkle, directors at a. salary of $ 3.00 per day
- 4 -

and E cents per mile traveling to, and from any meeting of this
Board.
'
J. W. Hite, Clerk and Book-ke~per, at a salary of four dol-

lars per .da.ywhile employed a.nd · attendin g upon this
Board.
Henry H.lH 11 er, Treasurer, one-ha;lf of one :per c en tum on a.11
monies received by him,~and distributed.
I

A
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.

\

copy -'- Teste.
1

\

J. W. Hite, Sec'y.

\
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I was employed on the . towboat Sea Lion,fron1 late in 19051

until she was sold in 1917.

We d ~ a r b p r vi0rk 1 in the Big

Sandy, and Guyandotte Rivers, and towed timb er to Concinnati,
1:adison and Louisville, when the Big Sandy would have a raise, .
caused from the heavy rains up the valley.

The current \'.1ould be

very swift, and the river would run full of logs.
lively for these harbor tow boats, t,ha.t

. .~ ~ - 1

This r.,ade it

t_~:/ ~

~ --.v:orked ~rou~~.

~ ~

~--

mouth of this r1verl\ E a & h ~ 1 e d a c ew of two men, and an
oar was placed on each end
3

ed to pilot the raft.

of the raft; and

~

and. these

were.

W::29

us -

These men rode down this river.when the

current was bad. They would si ~g, dance, and pick their banjoes.

But when the mouth of the river was near, they ex pected a tow boat
r--

;~~e:•~

to catch their raft and land it for them.

~~
risk

If the

~

Ohl,o t ~ ~ c a r e g _ . ~

going out into the Ohio on a r a f H o

tney wou~

j~~~

to the ri ver1 and swim .t e:::the shore, and 1 et the raft go. But.
sf t er the raft run out> into t h e Ohio, one of the towboats would
).)I

1 and 4-h:em.

VI e got five doll a rs, for every one we

landed.

Aft er

the run - out vrns over, the timber was 1 ~ made u:p into fleets,
of ten or twelve strings long, four rafts wide, and this towed to
the saw mills,down the river.
Before the railroad carr:e into the Bli>g
~

t}7in g s:w.i.s lively.

Sandy

Valley>

And words cannot ex·plain the immense busi -

~ess done · a~t Catlettsburg., \Jhen

~

this river was at stean - boat

stage, the bat wing bo a ts ~ a s thick

~~

as flies, and the Ohio

river~ unloaded immens e cargoes of merchandise that was re-loaded
I\

-1-

on the small boats, to be d ~livere d as far up as P ikeville. The
~

railroad has stop:ped the boats.

RQ.flcer1:s~ could only run,

wh en the ri ~ er was up., and the trains did not have to lay up
for low water.

But only a few towns have the advantage of the

railroad, while every farm landing wa s cared for,by the boats.
Captain Robert Owens, o~e of the old time pilots,on the Big
Sandy,
i te 11

,

cast his lot on this river, in 1878 1 on the sreamboat

11

.Favor

bat wine; :packet coat. She was ovmeed by Ca ptain Marien

S:purlock. He shipped as cabin boy, in this year 1878.
Bat win g boats en the Big Sandy was~teamer "Favorite",
".Jenny Osborne",
1?a11ni e Freese,

11

Sc:mdy Valley".

To!!'l F.ackney,

Price ownei the L.T.Moore,

Stern wheels:

Fl e etwing,

Double decked boats:

Robert

Paintsville Packet Co. built the
-

~

]?rank Preston,a.nd bought t h e ~ , ' Captain Jobn Eopkins built
the Andy Hatcher, stern wheel boat,and the Verg ie Ratcliff, bat
wing;

and he

bui 1 t the

ti g.1:_tvrnod.

\' Cap t.a1n
. Meeks built the

S

ifv

Bays, Alka ,

and Josie Has-

----

kins,~stern wheel boat of ninety tons. Ca p tain Reckard, and
Vaughan built
and

~

the J.C.Hopkins,

Bill

They bought the Vir gie Ratcliff

charted the Argand. Captain li'rank Freese owned the

Fleetwing 1 and the Fannie Freese. Captair John Davis, who lives at
Fullerton, Ky.

and is now the only pilot that I know to be living I
l-Vcr.e

that piloted stear.:boats,on a river,where y ::rnr nerves ~ t r i e d
o n

runoutst with Sandy River 1 fullof logs and staves.

these boats coming out of th:is
_.

,,

1

I have seen

like th~"had been shot out of a

0

C8 nnon", ~1ring short bends, missing great limbs 1han g ~ng 1 over the
river from huge trees, and finally, shooting out into the Ohio Riv ...
er J so fa.st they ·would be half .a. mile , below the wharf1 before they
-2-

could stop.
There was great prosperity, in these times
Bi g Sandy.

Towboats that worked 1 in S2ndy
.
I

Davis, Sea Lion, Crown Hill, J.O.Ccle,

Captain Bill Smiley,

Carl lface,

Captain

Jim Rose, John McGuire,

Jim Kene~y,

Sam Nigh,

,...

were
Catherine
.

Enquirer,

Kattie Mac, Mountai11 State, ~ckeye Boy.
to see

~

V:'aS

at the mouth of

I

Lena Leota.,

It was a corrmon sight
~

Robert~ owner$ ,' Capt.
Sandy Suiter,

John Dairis,

and Bill Ritchie, on the streets cf Cat-

lettsburg1looking after timber tows,for their boats.
Carl Mace,8nd

l,Iont

Goebel owned the

Captain

M.B.Gobel,that

turned

over at the mouth of SandY, and drowned two of the crew.
One packet boat, built at Ca.tlettsburg,was the
Th ere were many ot h er stearn,and gas boats,on the

Joe Nevrrnan.

Big Sandy; bu~

~

today, n any who l{v9-n that valley, /tave never seen a steam boat,
1

on this beautiful river.

w-

~ e h ope for the locks r,o packet

boats can run the year around; then they will return a gain. Rail roads will fight this i~provement.
(Signed) El lis C. Mace.
P. s. I believe y ou can pi ck -e-ttt somethin g good out of this piece
about Guyan.
Be ndy.

This river ·was ciust as rou gh as the Big

The old suspension bridge was built in 1852 1 and was re-

~ oved and a new bridge

built, in its place,in 190~/?)

~hile

building the new bridge,a big log jam in the Guyandotte River
.

~

broke, the C.~Crane log boom 1and the logs knocked down t h e

~~

brdige. The bridge men could have hung the s .p an,i~ a f ev-1 hours, .w.a-s-

told of the danger 1 by the timber men, but refused their advice,
and dropperl

the ~?5,000.00 s~an,into the river.

Hope you can g et so~ ethin g worth while out of what I have
told vou. I could give you t11e narres of rriore steam bo 3ts if y ou
need them.
(
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once_ covered. 1 2.r ge areas
.. of .this section. .rhe early settlers cut it clovm put it into 1"2.ves and.

-

1

·,I

.

drifted it dovm to Huntington, Barboursville, Cincinnati, and. Louisville.
In the early Au tum.-ri after the rush of the farm rrnr}c Vi2.s
over the :pion.eer settler began to cut d.orm th e fore st tr ee s ane. :peel
the bark array so the

Slli"l.

v1ould dry them out. '.~; hen the :proper time came

v1hich was after the lo g s got clry endlugh to float and. usuall;T wl1en the
ground was slick and. well frozen the slid. them off the molu1t2.in sides
and drifted them clown the creeks to th e river. They then bound. tl1em
closely together with :pole which were long and. el2.s tic. ·,; :hi te oc.lc and.
hickory were pr eferc:-b le. 'fi1e;y- used. ch 2.in clogs to cl1•ive t hem clown witl1
and sort1etir.1es thsy used. l 2.1·ge n.2.ils or raft }.)ins r:l1 ich v1ere mc.G. •3 out of
wood. They made long oar blades out of poles then but afte1· the s av:
mill came into use t hey used l a r ge wid.e planks fastene d on t~e ends
of the poles. It too:c t wo r11en to man a 1•a ft of tL1ber. One wa s to
•

station himself on the b 2.ch end of the raft while the ot her stayed
on the front e:..1d.. The;y had. ha.rd. wo1·l: to get ther:1 a ru.w1d swift

\

\

curves a11d if the logs ran into the be.n..l.c the raves v1ere torn a:part
and the men vrnre li1cely to be drovmed as well as all the logs would
be destroyed. It took good. men for rafting timber as the weather
sometimes got very cold and it sometimes r a ined. all the time and
snowed.. They had to man the rafts all ni ght and 8.11 day. They would
not tie the raves up then as they d.o now, and go out to a neighbors
_to stay all night, and get for a fresh st a rt in the morni~g.
They usually had a little tent near the middle of the
raft where they cooked and. sle:9t if they vrnre lucky enough to h ava
a double crew. They nailed some boards down on to:9 of the lo g s near
,I

'I

...1e\mid.d.le of the raft after which they s}_)res.d sand to the thic1cness
of ;\out seven or eight inches. They stood up :po~~

f

2nd. :Fager-- ·
and. s :.9re 2.cl some . }cin<:'-. of cloth over them to turn t he r2.L.1. o:ff. The~r could.
build a fire on t1.1.e s and by v1hich they could. warm t he ms elv es . They usua lly
oolc so me fryin g :p 2J1 s ect with t h em in wli.ich t he~r could. coolc t he i 1~ me a ls.
\'J hile the rafting hands were down the river they usua lly h ad to
buy a great many things. These trips were looked forward. to for many days
and. the folks back home expected. new clothe s and soforth.
After the logs were delivered. then the men had to walk bac}c
home or come b a ck in a boat. Uearly all the ti me t hey· h ad. to waD;: b2.ck .
· rt usually took t wo or three days to get b a ck home and t hey had. to c amp
along the road. as they could. not find. many people with which they could.
e,

stay all night. The country was not so den.sly settled then as now.

"

Push Boating,

~

10~ ~ ~

3oa ts came into use as a ma:ms o:f trans:porta ti:0I1. just after the Civil J ar.
They ·were very conveniet in their day as they often saved. trips on
horse back down to the mouth of the Guyan River :for the things the e2.rly
settlers had to eat and. wear as well. They had. regular sto]_Js where they
sold their stm:f. The :peo:ple could trade their chickens,hogs,geese and
many other things for v11:il.ich they could. get meal ,flour, coffee ect from the
men who ru...YJ. the bo 2,ts. This helped. connect the settlement vvi th the outsicle
world as it was an improvement of the old means of travel and transportation.
There was so many things that could. be bought on the banks of the Guya:'l
ri-ver th a t im:proved the home and the farm. Lu:a1ries became more 11lentiful
such as :peIJ:per, spices, salt ,:powder~ su.g2.r ai1.d many other thing s I cannot
mention here. The boats coming u:p the river were very rudly constructed.
and they were pushed with long poles. It us~ally took two men to bring
them up the stream. They had. to get out and :pull the boats through the
rapids and around. the falls. Many of these boats brought u:p the str e~m

2.

good grade of drinking liq_uor and. they were sometimes the scene of mu_c.G:
drinking. In going down the river they

vie re

also 102,clede clown with e ggs,

furs ,gensan.g and many farm products which they collected. on the bo.n};:s
of the stream.
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RECOLLECTI Of'-JS OF /.\. P'ATTE~.SO~J CHRISTIM,I
II

"MEST

I WAS BORN ON SP I CE CREEK' LOGMJ COUNTY' NOW MI NGO COUl'JTY'

VA. ON OCTOBER L2, 1857.

Now 86 YEARS OF AGO, ~ON OF

REV.BYRO~ CHRISTIAN, AND GRANDSON OF J AMES PRICE CHRISTIAN,
(1800-1892)
1824•

ONE OF THE JUSTICES ~HO ORGANl2ED LOGAN COUNTY IN

ABOUT t867 PEOPLE BEGAN WHAT WE CALLED SAW LOGGl f\JG.

DR.WARREN, FROM BIG CREEK BROUGHTTHE FIRST SIX YOKE OX TEM TO
OUR NEIGHBORHO OD, USED THEM TWO YEARS, AND THEN SOLD THEM TO
CHAPMAN BROWNING, WHO LIVED ON SPICE CREEK.
MONG US WHAT WE CALLED TIMBER MERCHANTS.

THERE SPRANG UP A-

AMONG THEM WERE PAREN

CHRISTIAN, CHAPMAN BROWNING, COL. JOHN BUCHANAN, H.C. Av1s, BLACKBURN MULLENS, EPSON JUSTICE, AND MANY OTHERS

BESIDES H/\ULING

AND RAFTING THEIR OWN TIMBER THEY WOULD BUY RAFTS OF OTHER PAiTIES AND RUN THEM TO LOGAN COURT HOUSE AND SELL THEM TO JOHN AND
LARK JUSTICE; AND AFTERWARDS TO ED ROBERTS ON AND JAMES NIGHBERT.
ENTERED THE LOGGING BUSINESS IN t875 ON A SMALL SCALE.
LEWIS MITCHELL AND I BOUGHT SOME TIMBER AND MADE UP A RAFT, AND
WHEN THE RIVER REACHED RAFTING STAGE BROTHER MONT

LEWIS AND I

STARTED DOWN THE RIVER WITH THE RAFT WHICH SWUNG ACROSS THE HEAD
OF ''ISLAND 1611 ,

BUT 'NHDJ THE BIG JULY FRESHET CAME IT SWEPTS OU S:

RAFT AWAY AND WE LOST IT"

My

THE SPRING OF 1876 WHEN MONT

NEXT ADVENTURE IN LOGGING WAS IN
l\ND

'I BOUGHT SOME TIMBER IN THE

BLUFF OPPOSITE OPPOSITE THE MOUTH OF ELK CREE.Ki AND WITH SOME
LOOSE LOGS I :-J

11

ISLAND I 611 WE MADE Ip

nvo RAFTS' BUT TH ERE WAS NO

~AFT I NG STAGE THAT SUMMER, AN_D WHEN THE I CE \'VENT OUT THE NEXr
wlNTER BOTH RAFTS WENT WITH IT, AND WE LOST THEM, ALSO.
R.\FT I NG - DOWN GUYANDOTTE RI VER FROM REEDY TO LOGMJ COURT
IH!OUSE WAS

A GREAT P.RT DURl:'JG THE t870s AND t880S•

DIFFERENT OPINIONS ABOUT THE BAD PLACES ~LONG THE

THERE \.\/ERE
STREAM ■

PEOPLE

''IT TOOK FROM FIVE TO SIX DAYS, AND ABOUT SIX MEN,
LARGE BOAT TO LOGP,N.

THEY H,6.D TO Hl1UL B0/1..TS AROUND THE DA.iv!, OR ur\J-

L0AD, AND CARRY THE GOODS.

SKIDS WERE PUT UNDE~ THE BOATS AND ALL THE

MEN HELPED TO PUT IT OVER THE DAMS.
OR MADE WINDLASSES.

TO PUSH A

~T OTHER TIMES THEY HIRED OXEN

RAFTSMEN OFTEN BROUGHT CONSIDERABLE QUANTITIES

OF ROPE WITH THEM, AND ROPES WERE OFTEN WRAPPED AROUND TREES TO
CH::CI< R,\FTS BY DEGREES TO

11

LAND 11 THEM.

0~..JE MAi'J STEERED THE BOAT AND

ABOUT FOUR OTHERS PUSHED'

THE

MEN ST ! RTED AT UPPER END OF BO ATS

AND GRADU ALLY WALKED BACK.

THEY USUALLY HAD PADS ON THEIR SHOULDERS

TO AVOID HURTING THE SHOULDERS.
11

1N

SHOALS THEY OFTEN UNLOADED PART OF THE GOODS TO LIGHTEN

THE WEIGHT"

THE TIME FROM GUYANDOTTE TO LOGAN WAS ABOUT SIX DAYS.

A MAN MAM ED CH.!I.MBERS, A.ND A.NOTH ER MAN NAMED CONLEY.
"GOOBS

NOT 0FTOI USED FOR LO~JG HAULS

WOULD HAUL MORE•

IN

CANOES;

FL/\T BOATS

SOMETIMES, PEOPLE WOULD COME DOWN FOR QUITE A DIS-

rANCE--25 MILES OR
FLOUR"

WKRK

30 MILES--FOR A BARREL OF SALT OR A BARREL . OF

IT W.t:..S PERH/\PS A DAY 1 S TRIP.

THEY TOOK ALONG SKILLETS,

PANS, &C AND DID COOKING ON THE BANK.
"BOOMS WERE A LATER DEVEL0PMEf\JT AFTER RAFTS.
BRANDED AT BOTH ENDS BY SPECIAL BR ANDING NUMBERS.
THE SHAPE OF A FISH:

THEN T 11'.lBER W/1-S
I USED ONE MADE IN

IT BELONGED TO GOEBEL & 1NILLIAMS, OF CAT-

LETTSBURG, Ky"

To S/\W OFF BRANDS WAS /\GAIMST THE LAW, AND A PENITEN-

rl~RY OFFENSE"

HOWEVER MANY ~ERE STOLEN, TAKEN UP THE CRREKS, THE

BACKWATERS, &c, KEPT A LONG TIME ~ND THEN B~OUGHT OUT A~D SOLD AT
MILLS ■

THERE WAS A BOOM AT THE MOUTH OF

AT HUNTINGTON,

W.

Mun,

AND THERE WERE MILLS

VA.

''IF BRANDS WERE SAWED OFF IT WOULD SHOW UP FRESH SAWED.
SIDES HAD TRICKS:
BRANCHES.

THEY OFTEN SENT MEN IN SKIFFS TO ROW UP THE

BOTH

AT LOGAN COURT HOUSE THOUGHT THAT THE RIVER FROM SPICE DOWN
WAS REAL BAD;

BUT THE RIVER MEN AROUND SPlbE DID NOT MIND RUN-

NING FRO M THERE DOWN,

BUT SAID THAT UP COPPERA ~S ROCK, THE BETTY

.SHOALS, ST ,-\ FFORD 1 S rvl!LL, .t\ND THE NHIT E
ANYBODY TO RUN A RAFT.

OAK

CLIFF WAS TOO BAD FO~

THE RIVER MEN AROUND ABOUT GILBERT SAID

THAT THE RIVER FROM THERE DOWN WAS A LITTLE ROUGH, BUT THEY DIDN 1 T
MINO IT,

BUT FROM EPSON JUSTICE'S UP TO REEDY WAS SO ROUGH THAT

NO PERSON HAD AN Y BUSINESS TRYING IT.
BIG

Cus,

BUT WHEN YOU CAME UP TO

LONG BRANCH AND REEDY AND TALKED WITH THE OLD PILOTS

SUCH AS JESSE BELCHER, LANE BLANKENSHIP, PETER CLINE, JR, HUMPHREY
CLINE, PETER CLINE, SR. AND NUMEROUS OTHER PERSONS SUCH AS OAR CAR
RI ERS AND SECONDS THEY WOULD S.A. Y SOM ETH I NG LI KE TH I S-- 11 ':if ELL, THE
RIVER FOR A FEW MILES,
LER1S MILL D.c..M,

IS PRETTY ROUGH, ESPECIALLYAT 'N IATTTO-

THE HICKORY SHUTE,

THE LEATH'EZRWOOD SHOAL, THE

BIG BRANCH SHOAL, AND THE S 1, LT RIVER SiUTE,

BUT IF A MAN HAD GOOD

JUDGMENT ABOUT THE DRAIN OF THE WATER, HE WILL HAVE BUT LITTLE
TR:J UBLE 11

•

So, YOU SEE ALL DEPENDS ON WHOM YOU ARE TALKING TO

AS TO WHERE THE ROUGH IS

ON THE GUYANDOTTE RIVER•

THE ONLY WAY

TO FIND THIS OUT IS TO GO THROUGH ON A RAFT YOURSELF.

I REMEMBER VERY WELL THE THRILL
WENT TH ROUGH THE

11

OF BIG CUB CREEK;
LEATHERWOOD 3-iOAL,

RouGHS

II

ON A RAFT.

GOT THE FIRST TIME I
GOT ON AT THE MOUTH

IN A FEW MINUTES WE WERE

.l \T

THE UPPER END OF

BUT THERE WAS SUCH A FAl,.L THERE WE COULD SEE

THE WATER UNTIL WE DROPPED OVER THE UPPERN END OF THE SHOAL•
, BO'N OF THE RAFT STRUCK A WAVE AND TH ·E

mHE

W1\TER FLEW OVER OUR HEADS.

I WAS CARRYING THE OAR AND HELD THE STEM DOWN ON THE RAFT; WHILE
MY SECOND HELD MY CLOTHES TO KEEP THE OAR FROM THRO~ING ME OFF.
FROM THERE ON TO THE LOWER END OF THE SHOAL.., ABOUT 1/4 MILE,
AS SOON AS THE RAFT WOULD RISE ON ONE WAVE IT WOULD PLUNGE INTO

FROM THAT TIME (18:16)

ANOTHER UNTIL WE GOT THROUGH THE SHOAL.

FOLLOWED RUNNING FROM REEDY TO GUYANDOTTE UNTIL ABOUT 1890.
IT TOOK FOUR MEN to RUN A RAFT FROM REEDY OR

Cus

TO SPICE.

THEN nvo MEN COULD TAKE IT FROM THERE TO LOGAN COURT HOUSE. THEN
WE WOULD LASH TWO OF THESE RAFTS TOGETHER, AND TWO MEN WOULD TAKE
THOSE RAFTS THROUGH TO GUYANDOTTE 11 •
IN 1889, THC: LITTLE K.I\NAWHA LUMBER Co. C"'\ ME TO NYOMING COUNTY
AND BEGAN LOGGING ON A BIG SCALE•

THE WINTER WAS WARM AND RAINY.

ALL GOODS AND SUPPLIES WERE HAULED FROM PRINCE STATION ON THE

C & 0. RAILWAY.

THE RO ,\ DS THROUGH RALEIGH WERE SO MUDDY TH t~T A

FOUR HORSE TEAM COULD PULL ONLY (;)000 OR 1200 POUNDS.
~RIL, .~ LEC.

So, IN

HENRY BLANKENSHIP, AND l MADE A PU SH BOAT 50 FEET

LONG AND 6 FEET WIDE AND 18 INCHES DEEP,

WE LAUNCHED IT AT THE

MOUTH OF REEDY CREEK AND STARTED TO GUYANDOTTE ~ ITH FIVE MEN.
HAD ABOUT $95.00 IN MONEY;

AND THE MEN FROM HERE TO EL~ SENT MONEY

TO ME TO BUY FLOUR WERE BURREL MORG .\ N,

ELL IS TOLER, EL I BLANKENSHIP,

ELI MORGAN, SANFORD MORGAN AND CHAPMAN BROWNING;
NOW ALIVE IS BURRELL MORGAN • .

AND THE ONLY ~NE

WE .REACHED GUYANDOTTE THE THIRD

DAY, WHERE I BOUGHT 45 LBS OF FLOUR;

300 LBS, OF BACON, AND A LOT

OF OTHER THINGS;· AND AFTER LAYING OVER AT CAPT. TONEY 1 S FOR TWO _,;
DAYS ON . ACCOUNT OF HIGH WATER, WE ARRIVED AT THE MOUTH OF SPICE
CREEK IN EIGHT DAYS FROM GUYANDOTTE

l RECEIVED

$1

.25 PER 100

LBS. FREIGHT, WHICH GAVE ME A NICE PROFIT FOR MY TRIP.

.A\T THAT

'"\

TIME, AND LONG BEFORE
PUSH BOATS 11 •

THE PEOPLE OF LOGAN{'ROUGHT THEIR GOODS UPON

I z.f,
EWELL BIAS SAID:
11

1 RECALL THAT AMONG THE RAFTSMEN WHOM HE KNEW WERE

ALDERSON 8. SHELTON, MORRIS BIAS,
CREEK,
"BUDDY"

MOSE TONEY OF LITTLE HART

ELISHA CHAPMAN, SON OF CAPT. JOHN CHAPMAN OF FOUR MILE CREE~
;\DK I NS OF FALL CREEK, 'soN OF ::iH I RD /~DK I NS OF 8RANCHL1'.\ND,

PERRY JOHNSON OF BEAR CREEK, SON OF ·oLD JOHN JOHNSON,
KINS, OF RANGER,

WILLIAM AD-

JERRY LAMBERT,JR., SON OF JERRY LAMBERT THE MILL-

MER, WHO LIVED BELOW HART 1 S CREEK,

LEANDER FRY, OF BIG UGLY,

GODFREY AND HIRAM SCITES AND OlARLEY BRUMFIELD OF BIG HART, SON OF
PARIS 8RUMFIELD 11 •
HE FURTHER SAID:
RAFTSMEN STOPeED

08

" ,~\MONG THE PLACES WHICH I REMEMBER THAT

THEIR WAY HOME FROM GUYANDOTTE WERE BAL SWANN 1 S
,,

G)DFRE'( SCITES, ED. :\DK INS ABOVE THE MOUTH OF ONE [V11LE, GREEN FRANKLIN'S ABOVE THE TOWN OF 8RANCHLAND AND ON S:\ME SIDE OF THE 1 RIVER,
AND AT NILL CUMMINGS, AT LAUREL HILL.

OF COURSE, THERE WERE OTHER

pLACES, SUCH AS AT WILLIAMS. ROGERS; AND LATER, AT WILSON ROGERS
AT DUSENBERRY 1 S DAM 11 •

I

I
'
/'
j

i

I

i

'

t

i

<

'

;

I.
I .

I-

11

1

TIMBERED ALL OF MY LIFE:

DO ·;'JN THE CHIO TO

I

TIMBERED

40

LOUISVILLE,

-YEARS,

My

oN LUTTLE GUYAN.
WHY

I

GOT TO DOING

11

TIME.

So,

R ,,N

Ky•

15 TO

20

RAFTS

H /!.VE RAFTED ON MUD AND GUYAN, tc

AT ONE HUNDRED PLACES ON ~ UD RIVER,&C.
FATHER TIMB~RED JUST AFTER THE WAR:

ALSO

THAT

IS

AND MY FATHER LIVED NEAR THE FALLS,

RAFTSMEN USED TO ST fa.RT A SONG

IT WAS T AKEN UP FRO M RAFT TO

RIVER THE SAME WAY,

FLEETS OF

ON THE LOWER R.u.FT,

RAFT AND THEN CAME BACK DOWN THE

FOR MILES AMONG THINGS

GUYANDOTTE ON RAFTS ALL GOT DRUNK•

LI NE AT A

I

BILLY

REMEMBER WHEN GETTING TO

Jo

ADKINS OFTEN RAN

RAFTS.
11

Bos

LEWIS ,HAD SPLAS H DAMS ON FOUR f,;] ILE,

C ,\ME FROM OHIO.
TIMBE~ AND RAN
R I VER•
I

11

Bos

BIG UGLY·

HE PUT UP A sr,w MILL ON UPPER Two MILE,
IT OUT LIKE RAFTS,

HE S,l\WED

THERE WERE SPLASH DAMS ON MUD

PULLET,, CUMi'..·11 I\IGS H;-\D A D.t.\M ON THE LEFT H,\ND FORK OF

TIMBERED FOR DA VE 'i'/ORKMAN ON LIMESTONE

IN LOGAN COUNTY.
.

TH IS S I DE OF CH .t\ PMANS V ILLE 1

ON

8IG

LEWIS

LJGL Y CREEK,

Mun.

IT WAS
\

1\ND 0TH ER CREEKS''.

11

FROM SM I_TH CREEK, DOWN, MEN C/1.UGHT LOGS, RAFTED THEM AND

BROUGHT THEM DOWN, RECEIVING FROM 25¢ TO 50¢ A LOG FOR THEM.
REMEMBER WHEN RAFTS WERE FASTENED BY WOODEN PINS AND TIE POLES,
DID THIS BEFORE I WORKED FOR THE BOOM COMPANY.
WOULD BREAK, MANY LOGS WOULD GO INTO THE

RIVER ■

MEN WOULD CUT OFF

I NEVER HEARD OF PROSECUTIONS FOR

THE BRANDS TO STEAL THE LOGS,
CUTTING BRANDS OFF OF LOGS•

WHEN OUR BOOM

BURTON HENSLEY,

&c.

WERE ACCUSED,

ABOUT SMITH CREEK, DOWN TO WSENBERRY DAM, BUT NEVER

PR Ci VED, HENCE,

THERE WERE NO PROSECUTIONS,
\

'

1

0 LD MAN Bo NNE R

A FLOATING SAW MILL,

(?)

0

P ER ,' T ED

A

BO ,\ T HER E DUR I f\J G TH E

- ·

HE KEPT IT IN THE GUYAN, OR THE OHIO RIVER,

AND HE WENT WHEREVER LOGS WERE TO BE SAWED.
WAR

'vV AR-

HE WAS HERE AfTER THE

TOO.
"THE OLD ,tJ.,X HANDLE FP.. CfORY WAS ABOVE THE FIFTH

oN GUY ANDOTTE STREET,
BRICK STACK,
11

AVENUE BRIDGE

LATER ~ IT WAS MOVED TO A LOT JUST BELO~ THE

CLAY EVERETT WAS BOOM SUPERiNTENDENT,

Tm'VBO .t. TS COMMENCED OPERATING ABOUT THE TIME COLE & CRANE CAME,

PREVIOUS TO THIS RAFTS WERE RUN BY HAND--ABOUT FIFTEEN STRINGS IN A
FLEET.

.:~ STEERSM/'.\N ,A.T E!~CH END•

IT WA.S NOT AS DANGEROUS AS Guy ;:1,N

RI VER,
"BILL MITCHELL, THEODORE i.VEBB, WERE PILOTS TO CINCINf'llATI AND
LOUISVILLE.

THE FLEETS RAN DAY AND NIGHT, AND OTHERS,

BILL 'NEBB (SON OF THE(\
. AND JELLS

1

!SOM \NITCHER,

Louis POTEET FOR BILL MITCHELL TOOK MITCHELL

PLACE ~AT NIGHT•

MOST OF US GOT DRUNK AT CINCINNATI OR

Lou I SI/ ILLE AFT ER RAFTS WERE DEL I VER ED AND 'v'/E WERE p J\ ID OFF".

BILL KAHLER SAID:
11

RAFTS HERE \/1/ ERE T ,t,K EN TO

LEVANI\JJX.,

BELOW RIPLEY,

CIN NATI

(COLE

80STON,

Lou I

11

WITH

0.,

HAD THREE LARGE MILLS THERE,

HOWARD

Si

IP Y.1\RD,

JEFFERSONVILLE,

rR/>.NK HERSEY TOLD ME HE PI LO TED A STE.A.iv1-BO /, T

C~ AL WHEN THE RIVER

ED \i/lTH THE HITES

HAD LOCKS AND DAMS~

IN GUYt-\NDOTTE.

,8:c) p

HIS SON

FRO r,1 FOUR

NEW
I ND.

iv1 I LE

HE LIVED--AND BOARD-

IS DR.REX HERSEY".

& W. \/·, . LUMBER Co. su I LT THE TUB & BUCKET FP..c-

"THE NEW YoRK
TDRY

(YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER Coo

~-JEW RICHMOND--FRIEDLAND LUMBER Co., CIN-

& CR ANE Co.)WHO

sv ILLE, KY.

IRONTON

IN GUYANDOTTE• THEY H,\D A ST .-'W E AND LW11BER MI LL Of\! CABELL CREEK,

SIX OR SEVEN MILES FROM

0, NA, '-;i.
" V /1,. ST 'VES FOR OIL BA.RRELS, SECONDS,
1

BROUGHT TO GUYANDOTTE FOR TUBS A ND BUCKETS.
11

~

INGLE RAFTS WER E PUT

IN FLEETS OF TH I RTY-F I VE TO FORTY RAFTS,

11

11

AS MUCH AS TEN STRINGS W I DE
OR MORE, AND FOUR TO FI VE RAFTS t!CDEJG.
THE MAN WHO ACTED AS PI LOT HAD TO Kf\.JOW THE RI VER ■
THERE WERE FROM
SIX TO EIGHT MEN ON A RAFT.
HAND FIFTY YEARS

AGO;

I

THEY PRACTICALLY QUIT RUNNING THEM BY

HAVEN 1 T

SEEN A LOG FOR FIVE YEARS.

THEY

USED STEAMBOATS LATER THAN BY HAND"

THESE LARGE RAFTS HAD SIX TO

EIGHT OARS ON EACH

THEY DIDN T WORK ALL t T ONCE,

REGULARLY.

END OF THE FLEET;

1

SOMETIMES THEY FLOATED FOR MILES WITHOUT USING AN OAR 11

RK
•

SAM BIAS SAID:
"PUSH BOAT MEN USU,\LLY TOOK ALOf\JG BLM,JKETS AND CA:vlPED
OUT ON THE BANK.
cOOI<

I NG.

AT LOGAN,

THEY WOULD BUILD A WOOD FIRE AND DO THEIR OWN

BIG JOHN JUSTICE AND TWO OTHER JUSTICES WERE MERCHANTS

W.

VA., AND GOODS WENT TO THEM.

MANY MEN WERE USED IN

RUNNING THE PUSH BOATS, AND THESE MEN USED LONG POLES.
"SAMP JOHI\JSON WAS ON A RAFT ABOVE·THE FALLS. THE WATER
WAS AT LOW STAGE--AND DANGEROUS;
HELL 1 ■

BUT HE SAID HE

1

WOULD RUN HtR INTOH

HIS SON, ENNIS, AND ANOTHER MAN WERE BLOWN UP BELOW

,,,H!EST HAMLIN,
I

11

BRIDGE ■

008 FULLER LIVES NEAR Fl FTH l ,VENUE, NEAR GUYI-\N

HAVE Kf\lOWN HIM FOR FORTY YE1\RS, OR MORE.

GoEBEL &

PRICHARD BOUGHT TIMBER, WHl~H THEY BRANDED WITH A FISH BRAND.
RAFTS \/JERE SOLD TO MILLS DOWN THE RIVER.

THEY USED ENGINES AND PUL-

LEYS TO PULL THE LOGS UP THE BANK.

ONE YOKE OF OXEN AT LOUISVILLE,~

HANDLED LOGS FOR WHICH WE USED WHOLE

TEAMS ■

MANY PLCES ON THE 0Hf0 RIVER;
CI ~JC I w,JAT I AND Lou I sv ILLE.

BUT MOST OF THE TIMBER WENT TO
WE USED SEVEN YOKE OF CATTLE TO BR I NG

TI M8 ER OUT OF TH E HOLLOWS '1
"CATTLE WERE SOLD BY
THAN SEVEN FEET.

THERE WERE MILLS ~T

GIRTHS ■

1\ SMALL ONE WAS LESS

SHANTIES HAD LARGE CHIMNEYS.

AND COOKED IN THEM".

HAD LARGE FIRES

~

WrLLlAM J ARD SAID:
11 1

:iE LIVED IN A .LOG HOUSE THIS SIDE OF BARBOURSVILLE ON THE

SITE, OR NE ARLY SO, WHERE GEORGE ADKINS NOW LIVES•
LOG HOUSE.

THE OLD WARD CABIN STOOD ABOUT NHERE THE FERRY STOOD A-

BOVE1MOUTH OF MUD.
cOLLECT.

IT WAS A LITTLE

JOHN DIRTON KEPT THE FERRY WHEN I CAN FIRST RE -

THERE IS A HIGH WATER MARK OF 1848 ON THE DOOR OF HIS HOUSE.

MY FATHER WENT TO CINCINNATI WITH A LOAD OF CORD WOOD.
FLOOD OF 1848 (?)---THE OHIO RIVER WAS VERY HIGH ■

WHEN HE RETURNED

THERE WAS NO PLACE TO LAND EXCEPT AGAINST THE HILL•

D.K.

AT THE

BUILDING, LOWER END; WEST END OF C. &

IHIS WAS IN THE

0.

THEY PUT HIM OFF
BRIDGE.

HE FOL-

LOWED THE RIDGE HOME.
''I REMEMBER WHEN THE MERRITT
ER WAS FROZEN OVER FROM BANK TO

MILL DAM WENT OUT.

GUYANDOTTE RIV-

WHEN GUYAN HAD RAINS ABOVE

BANK ■

IT BROKE AS THE WATER CAME DOWN, AND THAT CAUSED THE WATER TO BACK UP
AND IT DESTROYED THE DAM AT THE MILL.

JOHN MERRITT SAID, HE

1

WOULDN 1 T

GIVE A DAM IF THE WATER HAD GONE DOWN THE RIVER, BUT IT WENT UPt :
''I WORKED IN TIMBER ON GUYANDOTTE.

I HAI) A CONTR ,'\CT WITH "rv1.i'.\NY

TIMBER OWNERS TO CATCH AND SORT THEIR LOGS AND RAFT THEM- - EACH MAN'S
TO ITSELF.
HIS LOGS.

JOHN JUSTICE, OF LOGAN, PAID ME A DOLLAR A LOG TO C.i'.\TCH
\A}HERE TH ERE WERE ODD

II

BRANDS :',

RAFTED THEM ALL IN S INGLE

RAFTS, SOMETIMES TWENTY-FIVE TO THIRTY·

LEW BURKS WOULD SELL SUCH

RAFTS AND SETTLE LATER WITH THE OWNERS.

HE PAID ME.

TAKE RAFTS TO I RONTONTOWBOATS
pAN_Y WOULD

TO\f✓

OR A TOWBOAT,

r

HAVE HELPED

O'vVNED BY THE BOOM COM-

FLEETS OF RAFTS TO CINCINNATI TO A LARGE MILL OWNED BY

THE COLE & CRANE COMPANY.
11

SOMETIMESTHEY
DIDN'T RAFT THE TIMBER;
,..,

THEY BUILT A BOOM AROUND

IT AND OFTEN FLOATED AS MANY AS 1,500 LOGS DOWN THE RIVER.

THEY SOME -

TIMES HITCHED A TOWBOAT TO THE FRONT END AND BACKED THE BOOM DOWN THE

RI VER.

IT TOOK ABOUT A DA °'! AND NIGHT.
HAVE SEEN AS MANY AS 600 TO 800 MEN RAFTSMEN IN GUYANDOTTE.

THERE WAS 1·./i UCH Df~ INKING,

1

TH ,~UGH NOT MUCH FIGHTING,

NOISY. THERE

WERE T'HO OR THREE HOTELS, ONE WAS OPERATED BY .CRAWLEY BILL S MITH 11
"MRS. LE TULLE KEPT RAFTSMEN;
BRJDGE A PIC:CE.

•

SHE LIVED ABOVE THE SUSPENSIO ;~

~-f2..• ◄-,,

5.-lv,__ h-. I

.

,--._

ut.~-~~l,._IU,,.,

"MEN FROM INDIAl'J GUYAr~ SOMETIMES C;\ME OVER AND STOLE L"OGS AT r~IGHT
THEY WOULD TAKE THEM TO THE OHIO SIDE, TIE THEM UP AND CLAIM THEY
CAUGHT THEM THERE, AND THUS GET PAY FOR THEM.
AND GO OVER THERE.

THOUS ANDS WENT OUT.

MANY LOGS DID ESCAPE

SOMETIMES, A SHANTY BOAT

WAS USED TO FOLLOW LOGS AND CATCH THEM, AND Rl\FT THEM".
"SOME OF THE MILLS BEla.OVJ HERE STOLE LOGS WHEN THEY \NERE BRANDED IN THE END, ONLY.

LATER THEY WERE BRANDED IN A NU MBER OF PLACES.

LOGS BR.ANDED O:\J THE ENDS , WHEN WET WI TH WATER WO'.J LD SHON THE BR AND
AS MUCH AS TWO FEET fNTO THE LOG(? ~ .
"H ARRY GORDON HAD A MILL ABO\dlr

SEVENTEENTH S TREET:

HE WAS

UP AT GUYANDOTTE AT WILSON 1 S MILL AND RECOGNIZED HIS BR AND ON A LOG
BEING SAWED BY BILL DEITZ.

DIETZ RAN OFF FOR ABOUT T~O YEARS;

GORDON SOLD HI SS MILL BEFORE HE RET J RNED;

BUT

HENCE, NEVER PROSECUTED

HIM.
11

Ni;'I. NY FLEETS OR STRINGS OF RAFTS WITH A SH PdHY ON TOP, WENT

DOWN THE CHIO RIVER.

TOWBO ,'\TS COULD TAKE FLEETS OUT CHEAPER THAN ME,;

§OULD--OR WOULD.
"MY

FIRST EXP ER I ENCE IN RAFT I NG WAS itN t 880.

COLE & CRANE IN THE GUY ANDOTTE BOOM.
FIRST RAN THE BOOM;

FLEETS FOR TOWBOATS.

THE LITTLE KANAWHA COMPANY

THEN COLE & CRANE TOOK IT OVER.

TIMBER FROM LOGAN COURT HOUSE.

I WORKED FOR

I HAVE RAN

'NE USED TO BRAKE RAFTS, OR TI fvlBER IN

11

1·0

11

BRA I L;1 IT IS TC, M.A.KE

l,

KI

/\JD

OF BOCM 0 :~ EACH $IDE

,L\tJD

SHOVE

l:!

THE LOGS DOWN, CLO SE BOTH ENDS AND THEN PUT POLES ACROSS THE BRALE
TO STRENGTHEN ·THE MASS SO THAT TOWBOATS COULD TAKE THEM TO MARKET;
THEY

WOUlD TEAR A-PART EASIRER THAN FLEETS OF RAFTS.

8R ALES WERE

oNLY USED IN EMERGENCIES WHEN TIMBER WAS COMING TOO FAST, OR TOO
THE TIMBER WAS SHIPPED TO CINCINNATI, WHERE COLE & CR ANE OPER

MUCH.

l MADE SEVERAL TRIPS TO LOUISVILLE TO POINT

ATED FIVE SAVJ MILLS.
LuMBER

ea.,

ABOVE THE FIR ST ISLAND AT LOUISVILLE.

'f'/E H,\D A COOi<

oN THE TOWBOAT~, OR SOMETIMES WE COOKED IN THE FLEET IN A SH AN TY
BUILT FOR THE PURP OSE.
HTHE Po I NT LurvlBER C0MP,".\NY BOUGHT TIMBER ON GUYP,NDOTTE A.FT ER IT
RE,\CHED GUYANDOTTE.
WERE AT I RONT0N,
oTHER

THE I RO[·nor,J LU MBER Co.'

THE CRESSY LUM BER Co.

0., AND AT VARIOUS TOWNS DO~ N THE RIVER THERE WERE

LUMBER COMPANIES.
'' I FOLL01NED THE TIMBER BUS I NE SS FOR A.BOUT FORTY YEARS;

WAS ALL FINISHED ABOUT 1914.
TO THE B IAS BROS.,

BUT IT

MOST OF THE RAFTING WAS CO NTRACT ED

GEORGE AND ANDY, SONS OF ~ILLIAM BIAS.

MANY

"LJp GUY1\ I\JDOTTE 11 MEN, FROM UP THE GUYAt,JD0TTE WERE AFRAID OF THE CHIO;
AND GUY/1Jm0TTE MEN TI ED UP THEIR RAFTS F0f~ THEM.

Toivi Pii\TTERSON

AND STEW.<\R T Pi\. TTERSON WERE BROTHERS AND som,-1 FOREMEN.
THE

(ED) HOWP, RD

SHIPYARD, AT JEFFERSONVILLE,

~ E RETURNED BACK HOME BY STE AMB0 ATB-

THE FALLS, ALSO BOUGHT RAFTS.
FLEET✓i00 D,

TELEGR 1\ PH, &c. WHIDH WERE

FA.RLEY, PILOT, BEHIND, Bos LEWIS

ED)

INDIMJA, ABOVE

11

Pl~L/\TI/\L 11 STE1\iVlERS.

(DOLL CUMMINS AND SCITES Tlr,IBER-

SQUIRE LOWE, OF CHAPMANSVILLE PILOTED HIS OWN TIMBER;

1NG BROS.

LOGAN AND ABOVE.

LIVED BELOW LOG.AN.

BURL

EP.JUSTICE RAN

TIMBER ■

6R0WN-

BEN JUSTI CE

HE R/1.N LOGS J1,ND T ELEPHOf'JE POLES, SELL I i\JG THE

pOLES TO STOUT Co. AT CEREDO,

W.VA.

"?/ASH HENSLEY FROM ABOUT SM I TH CREEK'

Is THE MAN WHO HIT

11

Doc 11

I .Jf.
SUITER AND KNOCKED HIM OUT OF THE WINDOW AT THE HOTEL,
MOTHER RAN THIS, THE .R IVERSIDE HOTEL,
( MRS. DARLING).

.. SHE WAS

A

S HE

WAS

iV:Y FOSTER

MRS.FAN NY

LE

TULLE

SM I TH, Ji.LINT TO MAR I 0~ ':.]A L_K ER AND TOM

'NALKER (BOTH DEAD), AND NORA STEVENSON WHO LIVES IN A BIG STONE HOUS~

nN ~AIN STREET, GUYANDOTTE, ABOUT TWO SQUARES UP;
1NG Of\J THE CORNER.

t

~!OR ;~ S HUSBAND,

MAN, OWNED A SMALL TOW BOAT:

CONCRETE BUILD-

\/INT STEVENSON, WAS A RIVER

HE AND GR ANT HAYS CONT RACTED TOWING,

AND DELIVERING OF TIMBER.

"I BELIEVE THE SUSPENSIOf~ BRIDGE WAS TORN D0·•,'/N ABOUT
t906;

IT HAD PREVI OUSLY BEEN CONDEMNED

WILSON) HAD
NER

l

A

OF BOAT ) , _WAS JUST BELOW THE C.

MR.
1

PANY,

Wi

LSONS (TAUBER &

MILL JU ST BELOW THE C. & 0. BRIDGE.

ACRO SS, AND JUST P.B0VE FIFTH A.VOJUE
WHICH

THE

& 0.

OLD i11IAN BoN-

BRIDGE.

WAS THE THORNTON MILL, OF

M. L. THORNTON WAS THE SuPERlf'JTENDENT.

'8UD ':VOMELDORFF WAS SAWYER OF A

1v1

I LL

R,ll. N

BY THE ENSIGN COM-

CLAY McGINNIS BEING ASSISTANT SAWYER.
"B RALES WERE MADE OF LIGHT, OR POPLAR TltvlBER,

RAFTED.

0PPOSS I TE,

THIS WAS COLE & CRANE:

r0GETHER AND RAFTED OUT•
I I ' ·,·

;

:

OAK HP,D T,0 BE

THEY SEPARATED THE BRANDS, GOT THEM

COLE & CRANE ONLY ONES TO BRAIL,

GEORGE HENRY BIAS SAID:
"R AFT I NG WAS ONLY DONE IN MOUTH OF ~;1UD.
~R THE COLE & CRANE Co;
cRIPPLED UP.
WERE UP.

I MEASURED TIMBER

ALSO FOR LEW BURKS, AFTER

SAM

HAYSLIP GOT:G

RAFTS -MAY- HAVE BEEN RAFTED IN MUD WHEN THE BACKWATERS

\ BOOM 'v'!AS AB CUT

THE HORSESHOE BEND.

A

J1

MILE,··oR

Hffi ABOVE BARB (_· URSVILLE, If~

BOOM WAS A RAFT ACROSS !HE RIVER.

ED LOTS OF TIMBER ABOVE LOGAN.

'NE RAN IT DOWN, LOO SE.

I MEASUR
ATTENDED

THE BOOM ABOVE _GUYANDOTTE, WHICH WAS OWNED BY C. CRANE & COMPANY
AND L. H. BURKS.

I OPENED THE BOOM, AND RAFTED BELOW THE BOOM.

AFTER BURKS JOINED CRANE

WORKED FOR BOTH OF THEM.

"Go RGES WERE OFTEN A MI LE, 0 R TWO LONG,
"THERE WAS A STRING BOOM AT MOUTH OF MUD RIVER--LOGS CHAINED
TOG ETH ER

11
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Oct. 15, 1949.
YOUR FRIENDS AND MI1'E .
B y 'Ni at t Sm i t h.
'

Bef~re the push b oat era which preceded the ar rival of the
railroad, na vigation on ~he Guyandotte River was
confined to dugouts, or canoes.

was lar ge ly

These boats, used by the resi-

dents, were not Indian canoes, but were made of lo gs , hollowed by
by axes, and sometimes

by fire.

Thomas E. Miller, of Barbours-

ville, who recently told r£:e som e thin g of the old push boats,
remembers seeing son1e of the dugouts. One of the s e, which he saw,
was wi d e enough to hold a barrel of flour, laid sidewise,
dugo ut was a solid craft,

'cut was trucky to ride in,

The

If the

operat o r or the pa.sseng e r failed to preserve perfect balance
the dug out was likely to turn and spill him into the water. Mr.
l\'Iiller broug ht me a co ~oy of the History of the Barboursville Cdmrnunity, prepared by his father, J.W.Miller and published by the
a g ricultural extension division

of West Virg inia University in

1925.
J. W. Miller, widely known as Uncle Billy, v;rote:

would, no doubt, create

11

It

much consterration herein barboursville

t o hear aboat whistle for a g ate to op en at the lock, so the
st earr: boat could pass through. Then the po lie c 1 erk

Y

vven t down to

assist the ladies and c ~ildren ashore. Ye, we saw just that 65
years ago. Guy andotte river was locked and damned by by the New
York Navigation company, as far as Branclllend. Seven locks were
put in at great expense, in order that the com·pany might ship out
coal. This was the "beginning of coal develo pment in the Guyandotte
Valley.

These locks and dams had no keepers during the ci v il
-1-
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RAFTING 01:T THE GUYMJDOTTE -

( Jan • 5 , 19 4 2 )

By Sam Bias

It took five or six ct.ays and about six men to push a large boat 'b

to Logan.

They had to haul boats around the ~am, or unload and can:ry

the goods.

Skids were put under the boats, and all the men helped put

it over the dams,

At other times they hired oxen, or made a wind.la$.

Raftsmen often «.a..Btgli brought considerable quantities of ropes with
them,

Ropes were often wrapped around trees to check rafts by degrees

to land them.

One steered the boat, and about four pushed,

started at upper end of boats and gradually walked back•

The men ~

TheJ"- general-

ly had pads on their shoulders to avoid hurting their sho alders.
In shoals they often unloaded part of the goods to lighten the
weight•

It took about six days from Guyandotte to Logan.

A man

named Chambers, another named Conley, and Dave lester, of logan, were
raftsmen.
Mack Johnson had a store on the east side, below the falls.

Dave

stopped and had three or four dozen eggs; he cooked and ate them all.
\

One a Constable tried to arrest Dave (Andy Elick was Constable), and
others above the falls two hundred or three hundred yards.
shooting at hiI as he swam,
large men, almost giants;

Dick was

John Justice, Ben Justice, at als, were
one of them brought down a whole bear, rod

sold it in G-uyandotte, about 1875.

My father served some at his hotel.

This hotel stood on the banks of the Guyand and the Ohio Rivers.

Andy Dick wasn't afraid of anything, but no one was arested. The
charge was :t'or cutting the dam out.
Boats mostly came down empty;

nothing bnt timber and coal to bring

out.
There was coal at Four Mile; and this was loaded. on boats and floated down here.

Coal was then wheeled out of the mines with wheel bar-1-

barrows.

Much coal went to lronton, Portsmouth and Cincinnati. I

think they were re-loaded at Guyandotte in barges for points down the
river•

It took a little mare than day from logan to Guyandotte; the

trip back took six to seven days.
These mines were on the <'lest side of Guyandotte, above Branchland.

They were just above the mouth of Jfour Mile.

Mile the river bottom is a solid bed of coal
would pry up coal there to use at home•

People, blacksmiths, &c.

Upper Two Mile is two miles

above the Falls, and a mile above West Hamlin'
the Falls for silver;

At Upper Two

People usedto hunt at

Walden Beech used to look for it.

They used

coal there before the Vivil War, but never mined it after the war.
People cut up the dams, and mines were opened at Logan, or near
there.
After the Guyan Valley .d,ailroaa. was built mines " Were ag.min opened
at .ll'our Mile'
pad into cars.

Coal was run down by a large wire, in buckets and dropThey are still mining there;

it is said to be a good

quality of coal.
Winston Noel lived at Two Mile•
Two Mile--Bias ]'ork.

Corrib er Bias lived at l!'ork .of

His wife was Polly Beach, sister to Wala.en Beach

who was aged and sometimes stayed with them.
present when he died.

no el

I was a young boy but was

lived about a haffmile from West Hamlin;

Charley Simpson lived just above h i ~ was there about when he died.
He had. several children.

.AngelineA married Bobby Short and lived on Mud

River on a large farm about thr Ge miles above Hamlin.

-2-

Winston l-loel married. Polly Beach.
minerals at .l!'alls Head, two miles.
up Two Mile•

Her bro'ther was always hunting

Noel pwned a farm abiut 1/2 a mile

Noel died several years before Polly died:

Child.ran:
Willis Noel married Annie Bias,

my

oldest sister• He was a

soldier, and lived at bt.Albans after the wa:r •
penman, a .Magistrate•
ton.
Hamlin

He raised his family mostly in Hunting

Was Weegh Master here several years.
and

He was a fine

He died at West

is buried at Bias Graveyard. He, his wife and two

sisters are buried there•

The cemetary is on a ' mountainn
1

at Bias Fork of Two :Mile and Three Mile.
Walter, William, Roland, Jimmie, and a daughter named Eva Hoel
·'

Sarah Noel and Inez Noal.
Ena · Noel lives in Logan with her daughter'
who worked at C

& 0 RY

Shops.

Sarah married Charles Piet

His father was a good preacher.

Sarah and Petin both died at Twnetieth Street,

There were sev-

j

j
·'

al sons--one in Huntington; prominent.
Inez Married Stonewall Shelton. sone of Jerome ehelton.

He went west

dying several months ago (?).
Bias, daughter of Neely Bias.

Walt ·e r Noel married

Angeline married Bobby ~hort and lived three miles above Hamlin at 111ud
River; he was a iarmer.
Sam .Short lives on Big 6reek, also Jim Short lived on Big Creek 1- 1/2

miles above Hamlin.

Old Jessie Smith lived below the mouth of

Big Creek.
Samp Burns lived opposite Jesse Smith on east side of Mud 3.iver;
also John Burns, who probably never married•
Smith;

Samp married a

he was the father o~ Att'y Elihu Burns, dec'd.

Dave Burns a brother to Sam and John also lived there.
-

3 -

3

J(J.

Elihu Burns had a brother, but no siste_rs, I think.

I do not

think Bob Short had any daughters.
Jim Short's boy Doss (Dolph(?)

~jort lived here in my house.

He has a brother in St.Albans..

He works fo2· the Uic1cel Plant.

His brother has a restaurant at :3t • ..:.lbans• · · .;Does'' lives near the

n iclcel Plant.
12nmaline Noel married Bobby ::short ( I made a mistake · in Angeline).
Mary J. Noel married \iabriel Smoot a · farmer . who lived on } latCfeek·,
Jefferson Dist. Lincoln County. He owned a. tan yard•
he marrl ad Emily · i:5t one;

.::.he died., and

b ut all are : dead.

Gmoot had previously married in Virginia anci. had three or four· children by the :first wife,., Bud, Jasper, lieorge, (Lawyer), 111ertha.
ied Wes Bias, near Pottery, if alive•
jjud,

married

She marr-

All were nearly grown.

Bias, daughter of .:tev.Poland Bias; Jasper also I think.

Martha married Bub Shelton of West Hamlin, son of Llisha ;.;;hel ton, of
Bear Creek.
Maria, the youngest, married Ira Perry. Diea near ~non,W.Va.

A' brother

Joe Perry lives in uuyanQotte.
Matilda marriecl Charles rtuct.son.
beautiful of the · daughters•

ohe was the smartest, and the most
Lived on Mahone Branch, above Hamlin.

Nallie \Villiarns taught school in that section,
Lillie•

and.

she had a sister

There were no children that I knew of.

Larkins Ob e Bias married Mary Burns
N'eely Bias

"

Tom Bias

ii

Bias,
1,1:artha Mc Comas, daughter of T. J .McComas.

Lindsey married

Tooley.

Obe :Has ( Wo 1 Ch A~ married Jane Nieelv.
'

to Zachariah, File.

.

~""e

.

vvas ' ciaughter of the sister to Zacharias

Zachariah Nicely lived at head of Buffalo.
-

She was a daughter of the siste:

.~~-.~:~:• ·# •::_ .. . ::· · . ... .

4 -

A Nicely lived in Bar-

i

311.
Barboursville during the Civil War, who was z brother to Zachariah.
I had an Uncle Jerry. uncle Lindsey died of measles in the war. Jim

(Flat head)
Jerry died at Kyle farm. ne lived with Aunt Tuck".

I have four

uncles buried there.
Larkin Noel died of cancer and is buried at Enon;
Polly anu about thr ,s e of his boys,

also his wife

Arthur and Jim.

Larlcin Hoel lived near Bric~-: Plant which he bought of Beuhring; but he sold out for Ql,600.00 and bought near Enon
( doubt if he was kin to Winston Hoel).

He raised tobacco
Billy L1ahone

Virgil 1Iahone, a son marriea. Eliza .Shel ton daugh-

ter of Jerome ~helton. The oldest son is Will who keeps store at
lo gan, if living.

· Gunwales and lumber for flat boats was first sqhared and then sawed with whip saws--one of top, the other below•
smoothed with a hand plane•

i'imb er was hewed, and

They used square nails 4 11

,

6" and 8!!

with heads on them, were made at Ironton, PortsQouth or Uincinnati,O.
In emergencies

blacksmiths made them.

Boats did not often sink.

A steamboat blew up about 1874 at

Guyandotte, with the loss of several lives,
boat although it was a passenger boat.

I forget the name of the

Some of those burned were taken

to the Riverside Hotel, I heard.
Thousands

at the time they jammed here and went out.

They broke

cables 1-1/2" X 100'
Booms were a leter development after rafts.
in both ends by special branding hammers•
of a fish:

it beloned to Goebel
- 5 ._

&

The timber was branded

I used one made in the shape

Williams, of Catlettsburg. Ky.

.3/ 2-.
- a gainst the law to saw off brands, a penitentiary ofIt was
:rense.

However, many were stolen and. taken up Creeks, backwater, &c.

kept a long time;

then brought out and. sold. at mills.

There were

mills at Huntington,W.Va.
Thar e was a boom atnhe mouth of Mud lHver, alro.
If brands were sawed off it would show up, fresh sawed.
sides had tricks;

Both

they often sent men in skiffs to go up the Branches

Billy Carroll lived. at mouth of I.'l:ahone Creek.
John Webb owns the farm owned by Zach Nicely at head of Buffalo .
Creek.

I owned it.

w.

George

citonewall Shelton, and others.

Zircle lived

?.

I never knew him.

Nicholas Lake owned the John Wilkinson farm below Hamlin,
There was another "Lake 11

,

(John?)

w. Va

They bought it from Dr.

JerIJIIlle Shelton lived at mouth of :L'wo Mile:
Larmin Bias and family
Winston Noel
Sam .Mitchell--in head'
This

was about all just after the Civil War:

Charley Sampson.

Moulcher !i'!cComas near the mouth of

I do pot know his n&~e •
.1:ienry and Bill Peyton about close of war on One I:fd.le.
_Andy .Adkins moved to near mouth o:t· Mile Creek;
Shadid.an Hartman.
11

Irve (?) Curry liived on Buffalo Creek,
ti

Tf

"

"

"Boag" Bias

"

Dan Bias

"

John Webb l.ived

on Bucffalo Creek.

Tf

- 6-

he was the son of

..3 I 3,
R.bFTilfG Ol'r THE GUY.AlffiOTTE
By Sam Bias.
Push boat men usually took blankets along and camped out on the
They built a wood fire and did their cooking.

bank.

Big John Justice,
chants

at □

Justice, and another Justice, were mer-

Logan, West Virginia•

The goods weresent to them.

Many mm

ran these push boats, using long poles.
']he Scites later- moved around Cuttope, but moved to 1-,!ahoney Creek;
wher-e Sutj.ny died•

I do not thinlc he had a son, John•

Tom, the oldest

~

was in the Union .ril'my; and h e ~ his blue suit and over-coat after the
war.

I belonged to the Masons and the Odd Fellows at Hamlin until I got

too deaf,
Will and Joe Chilton taught school on ] 1 lat Creek, Jefferson Township, at Hamlin,Vi.Va•

Joe Chilton practiced law there;

teach, and my wife went to school,
in the oil fields there.

and

Joe did not

my wife went to school to him

Joe was a good lawyer.

Paris .Brumfield was father to "Al".

His own son, Charley, killed

Paris; but Paris gloried. in shooting people.

Many people were afraid of

him.
I timbered with ox teams on Little Guyan,

and Bob Lewis did much

timbering on ~uyan,
.

I

It was claimed ~hat McCoy killed Al. Brumfield s wife•
to Kentucky after him, killing him at the

~~y

They went

House at Green Schaal,

Leander and Marion Fry work:ed for me; they helped raft, &o '

I bought

300 acres of timber off of old Dan Fry.
It took about a day to make a raft;
logs a day--about 33 logs to the raft;
logs.

a team hauled eight to ten
for a p6plar raft, about 60

Oak rafts averaged 11 logs and 3 lengths.

"fleet" of poplar.

About 30 rafts in a

Poplar logs being larger, were cut shorter.
-

7 -

31'1
On timber fleets some slept in the cabin; others watched•

A steam-

boat ran up on us one night at Manchester Island, above Cincinnati,

o.

It didn' do much da~age--but might.

We had lights ato oeach end.

I never knew of but one batteau here, but they used them on James
River.

Mu uncles used them there•

at Guyandotte_.

Jim and Will 1:i uil t one at here

It would carry several tons. Size

brought pattern here.

I.\

-

8

12' X 60'' They

The size o:r the pushn boats were 8'
, I

were cut out of large poplars,
at the Falls;

60' long.

4"w

;t 10' X 60'.

The gunwales

Green Mitchell made them

Lumber for bottoms was sawed with whip saws.

The □

floors were of tough oak, corked with hemp and then "pi tchea.".
Rafts were owned by neighbors;

each put in his logs; and when sold

the proceeds divided.
The flood of July 1875 killed the corn and wheat, flooded ~he
bo~toms and desctoyed houses, &c ••
hay stacks; wheat stacks,

Barns floated down the river;

&c./

My.father was keeping the Hotel.
Guyan, about 3 miles, up.
flood.

I was timbering on Little

I floated it out on bauk-water from the

It lasted a mpnth or more,

It rained about a month, first.

Zilled all vegetables; and the smeel of decay was terrible.
and all other rivers flooded.

A cow went down in a pen• Chickens

crowed in the river, on hay stacks, &c.
the hotel,

Guyan

Father had to move out of

There was much destruction of barges and boats, which

went out, lost.

-
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